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On this homepage, you can find the complete menu of The Sunrise Cafe' Sandwich Shop from Carlisle.
Currently, there are 19 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about The Sunrise Cafe'
Sandwich Shop:

The space is very cozy and quite nice on the inside and the owner was very very sweet. The ingredients were
also very fresh which I appreciated. And being from Philadelphia I have no problem paying a premium for fresh
ingredients. My only constructive criticism is that at the price point I paid the bagel breakfast sandwich should of

had two eggs on it, not just one. One egg over an entire NY style bagel just does not... read more. The
restaurant and its premises are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physiological

limitations, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and eat. The large variety of coffee
and tea specialties makes a visit to The Sunrise Cafe' Sandwich Shop even more worthwhile, A catering service

offered by the restaurant allows you to enjoy the dishes on-site or at the event. In case you want to have
breakfast, a versatile brunch is offered to you, For a snack, the fine sandwiches, healthy salads and other snacks

are suitable.
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Sandwiche�
BREAKFAST SANDWICH

Brea�
BAGEL

Sweet� & Dessert�
BANANA BREAD

Breakfas� Men�
TWO EGGS

Restauran� Categor�
DESSERT

Desser�
MUFFINS

APPLE PIE

Coffe�
DECAF

COFFEE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
BREAD

PANINI

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

CREAM CHEESE

BANANA

EGG

BACON

AVOCADO
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Opening Hours:
Tuesday 08:00 -00:45
Wednesday 08:00 -00:45
Thursday 08:00 -00:45
Friday 08:00 -00:45
Saturday 08:00 -00:45
Sunday 08:00 -00:45
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